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OutlOOk

US PVC bUlliSh in new year on riSing demand

The US polyvinyl chloride (PVC) market anticipates a 
strong 2018 on rising demand to repair and rebuild the 
damage from three Category 4 hurricanes that made 
landfall in the US in 2017 and a rash of wildfires that have 
consumed nearly 10,000 homes and other structures in 
California.

That is expected to give the market a boost after two years 
of steadily rising construction activity, although the tail 
end of 2017 was disappointing in terms of international 
demand and Hurricane Harvey’s intrusion, which disrupted 
production and created logistics issues in Texas along the 
US Gulf Coast.

But it is the very disasters that 2017 brought that are 
expected to provide a demand boost in 2018. The efforts 
to recover from these disasters is expected to amount to 
$200bn or more in construction and other activity, and US 
PVC will benefit, perhaps for the next 24 months or more.

That will add to already growing PVC demand in the US 
that saw domestic sales grow by 4.4% through September, 
according to numbers from the American Chemistry Council 
(ACC) using data compiled by Vault Consulting.

“I think the hurricane damage will increase demand in 2018 
and through 2019,” said Bob Bauman, president of Polymer 
Consulting International.

PVC demand closely correlates to construction activity with 
about half of PVC production going to the manufacture of 
building materials, including siding, decking, wire insulation 
and door and window profiles, among a host of other 
products.

Greater domestic construction activity is welcome news 
to the industry, which has spent the fourth quarter of 2017 
being kicked around by high prices for liquid caustic soda. 
As producers ramped up production to capitalise on high 
caustic soda prices – double those of two years ago – co-
product chlorine went long and PVC prices sank.

If demand does rise as Bauman forecasts, US exports will 
likely decrease in 2018 as domestic demand chews up a 
greater proportion of US production output.

A diminished US export presence is also likely to aid in 
firming PVC prices in global markets.

Global production capacity of PVC hit an estimated 55m 
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tonnes in 2016, the latest full-year data available, according 
to Kunstoffe industry news. Demand grew by 2% to 41.5m 
tonnes, and 9m tonnes, or 22%, was sold in global export 
markets.

Of the 9m tonnes in trade, US producers contributed 2.76m 
tonnes, or 31% of globally exported PVC, according to 
Kunstoffe data and the US International Trade Commission 
(ITC).

That is a significant chunk of global business.

But as domestic US demand increased in 2017, exports 
went down by about 3%, according to ITC data through 
October.

US exports are likely to get some relief after about 2020 or 
so. Two producers have announced expansion plans.

Shintech, the US division of the Tokyo-based 
conglomerate and the largest PVC producer in the world, 
has applied for permits to build a new vinyl chloride 
monomer (VCM) plant in Plaquemine, Louisiana, and 
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to expand PVC production capacity at its existing plant 
there by about 635,000 tonne/year.

Formosa Plastics USA said this week said it plans to expand 
its capacity at its Baton Rouge, Louisiana, production centre 
by 136,000 tonne/year, adding that amount to the current 
470,000 tonne/year of existing capability.

But, even if all goes well through the permitting and 
construction phases, any new plant and accompanying 
expansions would take at least two to three years minimum 
and not be ready before 2020, according to estimates.

Adding to the bullish outlook are new estimates from the 
World Bank that global economic activity is rising faster 
than earlier estimated.

That should help prices in for export sales as greater 
demand consumes more material and shortens supply.

US PVC producers include Shintech, Occidental Chemical, 
Westlake Chemical and Formosa Plastics.
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CRItICAl MARkEt dAtA, tOOlS ANd ExpERtISE

ICIS’ coverage is unrivalled, publishing pricing data and 

market information for over 180 commodities, across 

all key regions. Make fast and confident decisions with 

access to: 

n Contract and spot price assessments, including 

personalised alerts to notify you of changes

n In-depth analysis and price history to help you track and 

understand price drivers and trends

n Multiple delivery options to suit your needs

Chlorine

US chor-alkali plant utilisation rates dropped to 90% in August
from 95% in July as major plants shut operations ahead of
Hurricane Harvey, according to the latest production survey.

Still, production of liquid caustic soda and chlorine both topped
1m short tons during the month as producers worked to
rebuild inventory and fulfill contracts in a thinly supplied
market, according to the Chlorine Institute.

Production of chlorine totaled 1.07m tons, a 4.6% drop from
July, but up 4.2% from the production of August 2016, the
Chlorine Institute figures show.

 

 
FEEDSTOCK SPOT PRICES 

  Price Range Four Weeks Ago

VCM

FOB USG  USD/tonne n/c 720-730 n/c 700-710

 
Downstream

Downstream

Downstream demand for PVC products remain firm in the US
market, up 3.1% through August, a month that includes
shutdowns for Hurricane Harvey in the last week, according to
data from the American Chemistry Council, as compiled by
Vault Consulting.

Stronger US demand has caused lower export volumes from
the US as demand for resin to make pipe (up 4.1%) fencing and
decking (up 6.8%), siding (up 2.%), flooring (up 14%) and film
and sheet (up 10%) have drawn sales to the domestic market
compared to the 2016 period.

 

 
Production

Production

US and Canada production lowered 9.7% in August from July as
Hurricane Harvey disrupted production at several US plants in
the last week of the month, according to figures released on
Wednesday.

The production shortfall came to a total of 62,367 tonnes on a
month-to-month basis and was also down 5.9% from August of
2016, according to final figures from the American Chemistry
Council Plastics Industry Producers’ Statistics Group using data
compiled by Vault Consulting.

Exports were down 5.6% from July and down just 0.8% from
August of 2016, according to the survey of producers.
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The feedstock cost brings a pass-through increase of roughly 3
cents/lb for resin production cost, according to the ICIS
conversion estimate.

US PVC contracts rose 5-6 cents/lb during the first quarter and
slid slightly in the late spring.

Ethylene spot prices have been rising since mid-summer,
pinching margins somewhat for August and September. Now

the increase in the feedstock contracts have given the proposed
PVC price increases further support.

Outlook is for a significant portion of the proposed increases to
be accepted by the market.

 
 

 
SPOT PRICES 

      Price Range   Four Weeks Ago USD/tonne

PVC

DEL US  US CTS/lb -2 39.00-41.00 -2 42.00-44.00 859.80-903.89

 
Spot 

US spot supply improved in the domestic market, material was
heard scarce in the domestic market. Prices moved down on a
notional basis to reflect decreases in the spot export market.

 

 
EXPORT PRICES 

      Price Range   Four Weeks Ago US CTS/lb

PVC

FOB USG Export  USD/tonne -20 870-890 -30 890-920 39.46-40.37

 
Spot export

Spot export business was quiet during the week as market
participants prepared for November business and markets in
China and India were quiet on seasonal factors and a major
holiday in China.

US spot export prices softened by an average of $25/tonne FOB
US Gulf at the mid-point as US producers lowered offers in the
face of returning supply and lacklustre demand indications in
the global markets.

The consensus of the main flow of business was heard at $870-
890/tonne FOB US Gulf. One trader said that business may be
done below that, but that could not be confirmed.

One producer was heard to be aggressively pursuing market
share in Latin America while Mexichem remained under force
majeure. 

A shipment of general purpose resin was heard done to South
America at $960/tonne CFR WCSA (West Coast South America).
The netback for that parcel was estimated at $910/tonne FOB
US Gulf.

Most US export business is commodity pipe grade resin. 

Buyers were heard to step back in Asia after US producers
lowered offers, with potential buyers expecting the possibility of
even further reductions.

 
 

 
Upstream

Ethylene

US ethylene contracts for August and September have settled
at increases of 2 cents/lb and 4 cents/lb, respectively, following
market disruptions from Hurricane Harvey, market sources said
on Tuesday.

The increases put the September contract price at 35.25
cents/lb ($777/tonne) and the August contract price at 31.25
cents/lb, up from 29.25 cents/lb in July.
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Please click here for full details on the criteria ICIS uses in making these price assessments.
 
Overview

Overview

• Three chlor-alkali FM’s withdrawn
• Spot export prices decline for the first

time since Harvey
• Producers rebuilding inventory
• Domestic delivery schedules improving

 

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) spot export prices in the US Gulf
declined for the first time since Harvey as recovery of
production and logistics links continued in the US Gulf region.

Three chlor-alkali forces majeure were lifted during the week,
marking the steady return to production of US Gulf coast plants
affected by the storm and its aftermath.

Some minor logistics tangles remain, but business was heard
done without any delays detected. 

Delivery delays of one to two weeks following the storm have
been improving, with no problems detected this week.

Domestic sales, including captive use by producers, continued
through August to float above that of recent years, reducing
exports and helping to prompt price increase nominations.

Ethylene contracts for August and September contracts settled
in a double-month agreement at a total of 6 cents/lb
($132/tonne).

That helps set the stage for October contract discussions
centred on producers’ separately proposed increases of 5
cents/lb based on slim supply and rising ethylene feedstock
costs.
 

 
Prices

CONTRACT PRICES 

      Price Range   One Year Ago USD/tonne

PVC Pipe

DEL US SEP US CTS/lb n/c 72.00-76.00 n/c 68.00-72.00 1587.33-1675.51

PVC General Purpose

DEL US SEP US CTS/lb n/c 74.00-78.00 n/c 70.00-74.00 1631.42-1719.60

 
Contract

September contracts were assessed at a rollover of August
pricing with no producer initiatives in the market.

Contract discussions are started for October with the double-
month settlement of ethylene contracts at an increase of 6
cents/lb over August and September.

Domestic demand remains above the comparable months of
previous years, one of the justifications cited by producers in
their separate initiatives.

The rising feedstock costs and the firm demand dynamics give
the proposals credibility, though the extent of the increase is yet
to be decided.
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